ACCESSORIES

INFRARED SENSOR

- Notes
  - Keep the transparent panels of the SENSOR clean. Any dust should be wiped up with clean cloth.
  - Never face the sensor directly to light.
  - Recharge the BATTERY after approximately two hours of use.
  - Cassette deck is parallelly functional.

TRACER TAPE

(Line Tracer)

- Notes
  - Use vinyl tape of about 18mm wide.
  - Keep the light-sensitive surface of the SENSOR clean and free of dust.
  - The ROBOT will not move properly without distinct contrast between the color of the floor and the tape. Should this happen, find another place to set up the ROBOT's course.
  - Cassette deck is parallelly functional.

PHOTO SENSOR

- Notes
  - Keep the transparent plate of the SENSOR clean. Any soiling should be immediately wiped up with clean cloth.
  - If the change of light volume is not sufficient, not functioning. Try to make the change of the light biggest to operate smoothly.

SECURITY DETECTOR

(Wire Sensor)

- Notes
  - For HEAROID, refer PHOTO SENSOR above.

ULTRASONIC SENSOR

- Notes
  - Replace the battery in the TRANSMITTER if not workable.
  - Keep the SENSOR clean. Any soiling, dust or liquid, must be immediately wiped up with clean cloth.
  - Cassette deck is parallelly functional.

VARIATION

★ MAKE ROBOT SALESMAN!
★ MAKE ROBOT WAITER!
★ MAKE ROBOT PILOT!

★ USE ROBOT FOR TRANSPORTATION!
★ USE ROBOT FOR SALES!
★ USE ROBOT FOR GAME PARTNER!

★ SERVE AS GUARDMAN!
★ SERVE AS CONDUCTOR!

★ NEVER CATCH COLD!
★ AVOID CRUSHING!

★ CREATE ORIGINAL GAME!

★ LET'S OPEN MAGIC SHOW!
★ ADD ROBOT AS FAMILY MEMBER!

★ LET BABY RACE WITH ROBOT!